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1st Apr 2019 - 31st Mar 2020

AUSTRALIAN & INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
ON THE i2i PLATFORM
The Standards Online Platform (i2i) is a web-based annual subscription
service that is configured to the needs of the day hospital sector and delivers:
platform mobility; intelligent search and retrieval; organisational collaboration,
leverages corporate information (such as internal Policies & Procedures); makes
Standards more relevant by creating Asset, Projects or Functional based views;
and provides user and compliance insight through dashboard reporting.
The i2i Platform hosted by SAI Global, will allow members access to the latest
information on 67 key Standards, Legislative and supporting Technical Publications
to ensure that Day Hospitals Australia members keep connected with critical
business information.

MEMBERS SAVE
Concurrent user licensing means that we can offer
Day Hospitals Australia members a cost-effective
solution for accessing 67 key Standards/Documentation

KEY DRIVERS FOR i2i
i2i Platform will allow members access to Standards in central, remote and
regional locations (24/7 access).
i2i Platform has been developed to optimise time and deliver information on a
page by page basis, thus preventing the user having to download the entire
document.
For frequently accessed information, i2i Platform's bookmarking feature allows
users to access specific sections of Standards without the need for browsing
through entire standards.
i2i Platform introduces Usage Insights and Dashboarding capabilities that will
provide members with transparent Document and User Activity, identify areas of
good compliance adoption and areas requiring additional support, and facilitate
accurate internal cost allocations based on a Functional, Divisional or Project
basis.
Members will be able to link the Standards (available via this subscription) with
your internal Policies and Procedures stored on your share drives, SharePoint
sites or even external websites. Administrators can simply associate URLs to
relevant Policies and Procedures to Standards and present a single logical view
of all corporate information via the i2i Platform.
Receive instant alerts when Standards are updated.

PLATFORM CAPABILITIES
The i2i Platform provides a simple, intuitive User Experience that has been
designed to drive user adoption and organisational compliance.
Users will be able to simply and quickly find the relevant information via a
google-like Quick Search function.
i2i Platform is a secure web-based platform that can be accessed through most
browsers on PC's, smart phones and tablets.
Users will be able to create Collections or Views of Standards that are
particularly relevant to your facility, be it by Service, Job Role or Region, so that
when a user logs-on they get the information they need to do their job.
i2i Platform provides the users with all historical versions of Standards, access
to International Equivalencies for regional context, summary descriptions and
Cross References to other Standards.
Via QuickView, users will have instant access to individual pages to avoid the
frustration of waiting for an entire document to download.
QuickView allows users to search for content within a document or browser
through the table of contents.
QuickView's bookmarking capability means users can create a shortcut to a
specific section of a document and access that page at any time with one click.
Quick View's notes sections allows users to comment, collaborate or create
reminders that relate to other Standards.
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document was downloaded to help manage Copyright obligations and to
provide the user with information on the age of the locally saved or printed
document, to ensure that you are always accessing the latest content.
i2i Platform tracks and records all user events which provides members with
activity reporting and compliance insight.
i2i Platform's Dashboards will allow users to fully manage their Standards
Subscription and understand the usage rate of the various Standards and
Documents available.

